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abstract

A schematic scission model is applied to the lambda attachment function recently obtained
by the LEAR PS177 collaboration, in their measurement of the prompt fission of hyper-
nuclei. It is shown that the attachment function is sensitive to the scission configuration,
necking dynamics and nuclear temperature at scission. It provides a new and powerful
way to study the nuclear scission process.

INTRODUCTION

In its study of hypernuclear fission the PS177 LEAR experiment collaboration has measured, for the
first time, the attachment probability of the lambda particle, aa a function of the fragment masses,
following the prompt fission of a hypernucleus [I]. The hypernucleus was produced following the
capture of antiproton at rest in a uranium target. A strong dépendance of the attachment probability
on the fragment's mass was found and may be summarized, after correction for experimental effects,
by the following relationship:

Ax{x) = 0.5 + 1.7(r-0.5)

between the attachment probability A\{x) and the reduced mass x = jy^ 1 ^, Af 1,2 being the two
fragments masses. We summarize this finding by the values of the slope S1/2 of the attachment
curve for x - 1/2 . A lambda attachment proportional to the fragment's mass would give 5^2 = 1.,
significantly less than the experimental value. In a naïve picture one might think that the proportional
law would be obtained if the fission process were fast as compared to the characteristic motion of the
lambda in the nucleus, so that fission would give a frozen picture of the lambda spatial distribution
inside the nucleus prior to fission. On the other extreme, since the lambda binding energy is an
increasing function of the hypernucleus mass [2], one would expect that, if the fission process were
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very slow, the lambda wouJd attach to the heavy fragment, yielding a very large value of the slope

In the following we examine, in a more quantitative, although still schematic way, the relationship
between the slope parameter and the fission dynamics. Sections 2 and 3 will be devoted to a discussion
of the state of the hypemucleus just before fission takes place, as well as to the state of the lambda
particle within this hypemucleus. In the section 4 we derive the lambda attachment functions expected
in the extreme sudden and adiabatic caaes, and show that the naïve expectations described above would
only be fulfilled in very exceptional conditions. In the section 5 we examine intermediate cases between
sudden and adiabatic and derive a necking characteristic time from the observed slope. Finally.we
discuss the assumptions and approximations made in our treatment, their significance and possible
ways to improve the calculations.

1 Experimental set-up

The primary goal of the experiment PS177, was to measure delayed fission following antiproton annihi-
lation in heavy targets. The delayed fission events were detected with the "recoil-distance technique",
first used extensively in fission isomer studies [4]. A sketch of the experimental set-up is shown in Fig-
ure 1. The thin uranium target (200 jtg/cm2) is deposited on a target backing consisting of a 220 ,urn
thick plastic scintillator. The width of the backing 2r = 2.5 mm is slightly larger than the width of
the target Ip = 2 mm. The incoming antiprotons 105 MeV/c beam, first slowed down in a variable
thickness dégrader. The final degradation is made in the target backing itself, and the antiprotons
may subsequently be captured in the target. The target plane defines two regions, an open region,
downstream from the target, where fission fragments can propagate freely, and a shadowed region,
upstream from the target where fission fragments produced in the target can, normally, not propagate,
due to target absorption. Two position sensitive detectors are positioned at a distance R = 270 mm
at opposite sides from the target, parallel to the beam. The target plane defines an open (106 mm)
and a shadowed (84 mm) area, in both detectors. The two detectors were parallel plate avalanche
counters (PPAC) having sensitive areas of 190 x 290 mm2.

By studying the time-of-flight and amplitude recorded with the parallel plate detectors, a crude
identification of the fission fragments was possible. In order to improve the discrimination against
background not originating from annihilation events in the target, the two PPACs were normally
operated in coincidence. For normal prompt fission events both fragments hit the open regions of the
detectors, making an opening angle smaller than 180°. The occurence of delayed lambda decay may
give rise to hits in the shadowed region according to two different mechanisms. First, the lambda
decay itself causes the fission of the original hypernucleus. Due to the initial momentum transferred
by the antiproton annihilation process, this hypernucleus may have recoiled out of the target. Fission
occurs then outside the target, and fission fragments may, eventually, reach the shadowed region of
one of the PPACs. Secondly, the target nucleus fissions promptly, the lambda particle being attached
to one of the fission fragments. Both fragments may emerge from the target. At the instant of the
lambda decay, the flying fragment is deflected and may, eventually, be detected in the shadowed region
of one PPAC.

It is known that when ionizing particles emerge from a surface, secondary electron emission takes
place. The number of secondary electrons increases with the ionisation power of the exiting particle.
Highly charged, fast fission fragments are highly ionizing, while slowly recoiling hypernuclei are not
[3]. Therefore a secondary-electron detection device was used, in order to disentangle between the two
mechanisms mentioned above. The slow electrons emerging from the target, in coincidence with the
fission fragments, were accelerated to 5 kilovolts and sent on a microchannel plate (MCP) electron
multiplier, whose output amplitudes were analysed.



On the one hand, fission events giving small or vanishing MCP amplitudes, and at least one hit Ln
the shadowed region were associated to delayed hypernucleus fission. On the other hand, fission events
giving rise to both high MCP amplitudes and hits in the shadowed region allows a study hypernuclei of
fission fragments. In particular, it is dear that the lambda particle must have been initialy attached
to rhe fragment detected in the shadowed region. The mass of this fragment relative to that of
the original fissioning hypernucleus can be determined by means of the double velocity technique.
This technique is based upon the fact that nucléon evaporation from the fragments, after fission has
forward-backward symmetry in the fragment frame, and. therefore, does not change the fragment
velocity on the average. Let 1 and 2 label the fission fragments. Momentum conservation at fission
time eives: —2J— = -^—. This relation added to the conservation of velocities, on the av?raee.
allows us to obtain the ratio Rx = .„ "L^1 from the measurement of the velocities of two fragments.
The counting rate .Vf \ [Rx) of fission fragments observed in the shadowed region, in coincidence with
a complementary fragment in the open region and high MCP signal, and a corresponding mass ratio
Ri can be written:

y FK [Rl) = y HS PpS F[Rx ) AK ( Rx ) T]MCP ((Rl) U)

where:

y HS is the production rate of hypernuclei.
Ppf is the probability that a hypernucleus suffers prompt fission, the lambda remaining attached to
one of the fragments,
F(Ri ) is the probability that the fragments of mass m\ and m2 are produced.
Obviously. F(R1) = F[R2),
A\ (Ri) is the attachment probability of the lambda particle to fragment of mass mi,
V.WCP is the detection efficiency, very close to unity, of the secondary electron detector when two
fission fragments emerge from the target,
61 Ri ) is the probability that one of the fission fragments is detected, after deflection due to the lambda
decay, in a shadowed area and the other fragment in an open area of the parallel plate detector.

From our definitions it is clear that A\ (Rx ) -~ .4A (R2) = 1- It follows that:

7? fjM 'VFA(fli) A
p xrA{Rl) +XFX(R2) Ax(R1)C[R1)I-AA(Ri)C(R3)

and:

7iE
«(Hi) + «(ft)

where TIEXP and Tlcor are the raw experimental and efficiency corrected ratios.

Figure 2 shows the symmetrized mass distributions observed in three cases:

(a)- prompt "normal" fissions.

(b)- delayed hypernucleus fissions characterized by low MCP amplitudes and fragments detected in a
shadowed region.

(c)- Prompt hypernucleus fissions characterized by high MCP amplitudes and fragments detected in
a shadowed region.

Figure 3 gives the variations of the ratio TZEXP as a function of Rx as observed for prompt hyper-
nucleus fissions (high MCP amplitudes), with fragments detected in the shadowed regions. A clear
positive correlation is observed, implying that high mass fragments are detected in a greater number
in the shadowed regions than are low mass fragments in this type of events. This effect may be at-
tributed either to a preferential attachment of the lambda particle to the heavy fragment or(and) to an



efficiency dependence upon the mass ratio. The efficiency connected correlation observed on Figure 3
is summarized by the relation:

.4A(z) = 0 .5* 1.7(*-0.5) (4)

Figure 4 is the same as Figure 3 but for delayed hypernucleus fissions (low MCP amplitudes). No
apparent correlation between the count ratio and the mass ratio is found. This was expected since, in
the case of decay of heavy hypernuclei outside the target, no preference should exist for a light or a
heavy fragment to be detected in the shadowed region. Thus, the results shown in Fig 4 give confidence
both in the experimental technique and the analysis. Before trying to understand the meaning of the
strong correlation observed on Fig 3 between the lambda attachment probability and the mass ratio
we have to discuss the excitation of the strangeness degree of freedom.

2 Excitation of the strangeness degree of freedom
(D

The state of the lambda in the nucleus, at the time of scission depends upon the relative value of
the excited hyperonk states life-times and the fission time. It is now well established '41, that there
exists a delay for fission. The rates of fission induced by antiproton annihilation at rest in different

1 to heavy targets have been measured by the PS177 collaboration [5]. In an evaporation type calculation
we found ;6] that the dépendance of these rates upon fissility could only be explained if one assumes
a delay for fission, as found by Hinde et al.[4]. The value of this delay ranges between 10"1 9 and
10"1 8 seconds. The shortest corresponds to a width of F c = 6.5 KeV. It is thus expected that all
lambda states with widths larger than this value would have decayed to their thermal equilibrium

two population, before fission.

It is therefore important to have an estimate of the decay widths of lambda states in heavy nuclei.
a In the absence of any experimental values one has to rely upon theoretical guesses. Rosina 7] has

calculated the widths of lambda states in ^ 0 8 Po, under the assumption that these widths were caused
either by electromagnetic or nucléon Auger emission. He finds that as soon as the neutron emission
is possible, the Auger width is dominant, and is of order or larger than r c . The widths calculated

2« by Rosina are certainly a lower estimate of those relevant to our problem. This is because they
correspond to a minimum energy nucleonk configuration. In our case, fission occurs at an excitation
energy of the nucleus in the 50-100 MeV range. This figure is obtained from the consideration
of the excitation energies left in nuclei after antiproton annihilation [8,9,10,11], in conjunction with

(3) evaporation calculations. It is also confirmed by the measurement of the final masses of the fission
fragments, which was carried out by the PS177 collaboration [6] and by the symétrie character of
the fission fragments mass distributions. At such excitation energies, not only the Auger width (Ft)
but the damping width (F 1 ) to particle-hole nucleonic excitations have to be taken into account. For
highly excited lambda states one expects the two widths to be of the same order of magnitude, while
the damping width should increase only slowly with the lambda state excitation energy. It seems,
therefore, reasonable to expect that, even, the most bound lambda excited states, in highly excited

i a nuclei, have widths of more than a hundred KeV . Note that even the lowest energy level of the lambda
gets a width from its coupling to higher lying levels due to the lambda-nucleon collisions.The lambda
degree of freedom may, therefore be considered as thermally equilibrated at the time of fission. The

m relative proportion of excited states would then be given by the Boltzmann factor exp ( - -^- ) where (\t

is the excitation energy of the Lambda excited state. This is the assumption we shall make henceforth.

3 Excited states of the lambda in the nucleus

It is clear that the knowledge of the excitation energies and level structure of the lambda states is
necessary if one wants to determine the lambda spatial density and its splitting between the two



fission fragments. In particular we need to know the behaviour of the lambda states for very deformed
nuclear states such as those occuiing in fission. It seems reasonable to picture the lambda as moving,
more or less freely, in a well proportional to the nucleonic density. That this could be the case is
apparent in the semi-empirical lambda binding energy formula, as given, for example, by Grypeos '21,
for spherical nuclei, and valid for not too light nuclei:

In this formula, the first term is a potential energy while the second is the lambda kinetic energy.
It is supposed that the lambda moves in a spherical potential with sharp walls. Note that the mass
dépendance of this kinetic term is not like that obtained in the standard shell model of nucléons,
which has a .-l"1'3 dépendance. With the numerics, one gets for the characteristic kinetic energy of
the lambda in a spherical nucleus:

Beautiful measurements of the single particle energies of the lambda have been done for Yi9 [12].
A value of «o close to 7 MeV was found, in good agreement, with microscopic calculations [13]. The
above formula predicts a value of 6 MeV. In order to exactly reproduce the experimentally observed
values we take:

€0 = 138>T2/3 (7)

This yields a value of 4 MeV for A = 200, in excellent agreement with the calculations of Rosina ["!.

We. now, estimate the value of phonon energy in the mode parallel to the long axis, in the exit
configuration. In the uranium region, the second minimum deformation has close to 2:1 ratio of the
long to small axis of the nucleus. The exit deformation is certainly larger. The deformation ratio
is probably larger than 3:1, a value which corresponds to the second saddle point, in the uranium
thorium region [14]. For a particle trapped in a cavity the characteristic frequencies are inversely
proportional to the square of the dimensions of the cavity, rather than to their single power, like in
the case of the harmonic oscillator. Due to volume conservation, the relationship <*i\u\\ = ( ^ ) 3 is still
valid. However, if the long to short axis ratio is ra, one expects that

-± = r2
a, t h e r e f o r e ,€n = %-*f%.

6II â

For a nucleus with mass 200 we get «|( = 0.3 MeV and e(| = 0.2 MeV for ro = 3 and ro = 4
respectively. In the following we shall schematize the exit shape of the nucleus by a cylinder. In this
case, the parallel energy is given by:

with L the length of th« cylinder of radius r. We find, for «u = 0.3MeV, L = 24 Ferais and r -• 4.3 Fer-
mis, while for (^ = 0.2MeV, L = 29 Fermis and r = 3.9 Ferais. Unless otherwise specified, we shall
use a value of 0.3 MeV for e\\.



4 The fast and slow limits

For heavy nuclei, it is well known [15.16; that the saddle point shapes are characterized by an elongated
*hape. with a thick neck. It seems reasonable to assume that the neck thickness is large enough to
allow an almost free motion of the lambda from one part to the other of the nucleus. The spatial and
energy distributions of the lambda may, therefore be considered to be equilibrium distributions. From
saddle to scission, the motion of the fissioning nucleus can be divided into two phases 15.16.17'. In
the first phase the nucleus elongates, without significant necking, while in the second phase, a fast
necking takes place, at an almost fixed total elongation. The point at which the transition occurs is,
usually, called the exit configuration 161. It is clear that the lambda final localization in the fragments
will be primarily influenced by the more or less sudden character of the necking phase. We schematize
the exit configuration as a cylindrical shape. The final configuration is taken as two spherical nuclei in
contact, or alternately, as two cylindrical nuclei in contact. In the sudden approximation the lambda
attachment probability reflects the lambda spatial distribution in the exit configuration. We. now
derive this distribution.

4.1 S u d d e n a p p r o x i m a t i o n

In a cylindrical box the lambda wave function separates. Let L be the length of the cylinder. If the
scission occurs at a position I, the reduced mass of the fragments with axis / will be x = •£. The
possible wave functions of the lambda, along the axis are of the sine type: >p(x) = sin TUT* . Therefore
the probability that a fragment of reduced mass x carries the lambda, in initial state n. with it. is:

f* sin2 nirtdt 1 . „
P ( r , n ) = ^ 2 =x--—sm2mrz (8)

J0 sin2 nirtdt 2TIJT

Under the assumption that the lambda is in thermal equilibrium with the whole nucleus, the weight
of the state n is given by the Boltzmann factor, and the total attachment function is given by:

since the state n has energy n2€||, starting with n = 1.

For excitation energies, at the fission time, between 50 and 100 MeV, the temperature varies
between 1.4 and 2 MeV respectively. Using the possible range of temperatures, we obtain a possible
range of ^ between 0.1 and 0.15, corresponding to slopes of the lambda attachment function at x=0.5
of 1.21 and 1.35 repectively. The experimental value of 1.7 is significantly larger than these values,
pointing to the fact that the scission transition cannot be considered to be truely sudden. This value
would correspond to S^ = 1 MeV and, therefore to values of 13 and 5.9 Fermis for L and r. Such
values lead to compact shapes incompatible with our knowledge of the exit configuration.

Finally, it is interesting to note that the proportionality between the lambda attachment probability
and the fragments'masses requires not only a sudden necking, but also a high temperature. Indeed,
only in that case could the lambda density be proportional to the nucleonic density over the whole
nuclear volume.



( 9 )

4.2 Àdiabatic approximation

If the scission process is slow enough one may expect the lambd.i to be in statistical equilibrium
with the whole system until the final configuration with two separated fragments is reached. We first
consider that the separated fragments are spherical. As usual, one makes the assumption that all
microscopic states are occupied with equal probabilities. The temperatures of the two fragments are
the same, and the lambda has the temperature of the fragments. Let flv

ll2) be the energies of the
lambda excited states in the two fragments. The probability for the lambda particle to be. let say. in
fragment I is:

A(x.T) = SSxexplT») ^ ( l 0 )

We estimate this probability for the infinite square well case where the mutiplicity of levels with
principal quantum number n is approximately n2. Therefore,

.=1 n=0

so that:

A(x, D = = ^ ' ' ' "*"" ; (12)

for not too small values of ^- :

(8)

For the derivative of A(x, T) for x - 0.5, one finds, with u = ^ that:

' 3 h t ,dA(x, T)

i àx U o s 3 C U )

For A= 200, with e0 = 138A"2''3 = 4 MeV and T = 1.5 MeV, one finds: \ ^ p \ _ = 2.84.
This value is quite larger than the experimental one, which shows that thermal equilibrium in the
final fragments is far from being reached.

For small values of the temperature, and large values of u, the slope becomes infinitely large. This
is the limit for a slow adiabatic motion, when the lambda is in its ground state. In this case the
lambda always localizes in the fragment which binds it better, namely, the heavy fragment.

For large values of the temperature, and small values of u, the slope converges to a values of 1. This
limit can easily be understood by considering the average number of states available to the lambda,
in each nucleus. The average principal quantum number is given by < n2{x) > = r£r ss x2'- while

the total number of states available to the lambda at temperature T is proportional to < n(x) >3 .
Finally the attachment function for large value of T becomes:

which has, obviously, a slope of 1. In this context it is worth noting that the infinité square well
model gives a much more equidistant level spacing than would do the harmonic oscillator model, for



example. In this case, since the average quantum number, rather than its square is proportional to
the temperature, the large temperature limit would give:

• • ! » ( * ) =

x2

and a slope of 2 at i = 0.5 . A pure equidistant spacing model would give

, 2 / 3

I JQI and a slope of 2 3 at x = 0.5. In contast, for large values of ^ , only the terms with n = 1 contributes
to formula like 8, and the slope for x = 0.5 is essentially independent of the specific model used for
the lambda well.

m Since it is clear that traditional final state equilibrium models would not be able to account for
the lambda attachment function, it is instructive to consider intermediate scission configurations. In
line with the exit configuration considered above, we schematize the scission configuration as two

(H) cylindrical nuclei, in contact. The cylinder radii are assumed to be equal, so that the cylinders only
differ by their respective lengths. The energies of the states of the lambda are the sum of a transverse
energy and a longitudinal energy. The transverse energies are the same for both fragments and factor
out Ln the expression of the lambda attachment function. The longitudinal energies read: «n = « ,^

12) where *., is the longitudinal oscillator frequency of the complete system at the exit configuration. This
was estimated between 0.2 and 0.3 MeV in section 3. x is the reduced mass, proportional to the length
of the cylindrical fragment, and n the principal quantum number of the state along the cylinder axis.
Therefore the attachment function reads:

A(x,T) = - ^

and:

ax l I = 0 5 T l 3 E*= l«CP( r s J l . ; i = o s

in first order in -^.

With T = 1.5 MeV, and e,i = 0.3AZeK one finds that "1^f,1"1 = 2. This is, again, larger than the
0^ x~0 S

experimental value.
Since it appears that neither the sudden nor tht adiabatic approaches seem to account for the

experimental result, we need to devise an interpolation scheme between these two extremes. To do
that we shall use a master equation approach.

T1I* "

' bd
 s 5 The master equation for lambda localization.

while
x\ > 3 We assume that, at each step of the transition between the exit scission configurations, one can define

prefragments with relative mass x. One can visualize these prefragments as fragments which would
be obtained if a sudden scission would occur in the geometry taken by the nucleus at the time t.

Let P(x,t) be the probability to observe the lambda in the prefragment with reduced mass x. Let
Wi_2 be the transition rate of the lambda from fragment 1 (with mass x) to fragment 2 (with mass
1-x), and W2_t the probability for the inverse process. Then the change in P(x,t) in time At reads:

(17)



One needs to express the VVs. In order to do so it is informative to consider the case when the two
fragments are almost separated, with only a small, time independent, coupling between them. In
this case the equilibrium solution is known and corresponds to the adiabatic case of the preceeding
paragraph. At equilibrium — J ~ = 0. and, therefore one sees that the relation :

IV1^2 A(I -x. T) = p2

_ =

W2^1 A(x,T) Pi
should be verified, where p\2 are the density of states for the lambda particle in prefragments 1 and
2 respectively.

Let us consider a lambda particle trapped in the cylindrical fragment 1. Along the fragment axis it
has a sinusoïdal motion with frequency -^-, in the n"* mode, with «m = ̂ . Let 0 be the transmission
of the barrier between fragment 1 and 2. We further assume that the lambda is not reflected back from
fragment 2 into fragment 1. This could be ensured by a strong coupling of the lambda in fragment 2
to other degrees of freedom. However the lambda in fragment 2 needs to have a minimal longitudinal
energy. <?2!i- Then the average transition rate from fragment 1 to fragment 2 reads :

where the step function H (n2eVl\ - e2\\) ensures that the energy of the lambda in fragment 1 is higher
than its minimal energy in fragment 2. For large enough values of T we replace the summation in the
numerator by an integral and get:

where {«} = MAX (fn|,«2i|) ' Similarly,

QT exp(-ff)
2^ 2^£«=1exp(-n^) ( 2 1 )

With these expressions of the transition rates, the equilibrium condition is obviously fulfilled.

We show, in the appendix, that, the preceeding expressions agree with the well known Bohr and
Wheeler relation between the width, level density, and barrier transmission.

Using the preceeding expressions of the transition rate W, we solve the Master equation, starting
from the distribution at the exit point, as described in section 4.1. We first assume that the barrier
transmission decreases linearly with time from an initial value of 1 to 0 with a rate VB- and that the
eigen energies of the lambda particle of the quasi fragments are independent of the barrier transmission.

Before discussing the exact solution of the Master equation, it is instructive to consider some of
its properties as well as a simplified version of it which should, however, give some of the main trends
of the exact solution.

First, in the case we consider, the relation P{x,t) -I- P(I - x,t) = 1 is fulfilled, yielding
J0

1 P(x,t)dz = 0.5. Similarly, ft & P{x,t)dx = 0.

We, now, make the drastic simplification that W = Wi_j = W2^x is independent of x . Then :

jtP(x,t) = -2W(t)P{x,t)-

(17)



the equilibrium solution is P(x.t) = 0.5. The situation is especially simple when considering the
derivative D(x,t) of P(x,t):

JtD{xJ) = JtliP{c't] =

and :
ft JUf

D[Xj) = £ > ( * , 0 ) e x p ( - 2 / W(u)du) = D{x,Q)exp(-2Wot •+• - ^ t 2 )
Jo at

for t < WQ; ^- and D(x,t) is constant for larger values of t. At the beginning of the process, the decay
time of the derivative is simply 1/ 2Wo. With T = 1.5 MeV we get an approximate value of this initial
decay time of 1.4 10~21 sec. The final value of the derivative is

D(x,oo) = D(z,Q)exp(-Wot,e)

where t,c = Wb/^jp is the scission time.

One can define a sudden regime for t,c << -^ = 2. 10~21 sec, and an adiabatic regime for the
opposite condition.

We solve the master equation, in the vicinity of x = 0.5, for different necking velocities. On
Figure 5 the variations of the slope of the attachment function at x = 0.5, as a function of the exit to
scission time is displayed. It is seen that the experimental slope of 1.7 corresponds to a necking time
close to 2 10"21 sec. For this value of the necking time Figure 6 shows the variation of the s = 0.5
slope of P(x, t), as a function of t. The slope starts from its sudden value at t = 0 and increases until
it reaches its final value of 1.7. Most of the variation occurs in the first 10"11 sec. Figure 7a shows
the final complete attachment function. Also shown on the Figure, are three limiting cases. The less
steep curve corresponds to the sudden solution, with a n = l longitudinal energy of the lambda state
of 0.3 MeV. In all cases the temperature was taken to be 1.5 MeV. The steepest curve corresponds
to the statistical equilibrium when the final configuration is made of two spheres in contact. The next
steepest curve corresponds to the statistical equilibrium when the final configuration is two cylinders
with total length equal to that of the initial configuration. Figure 7b shows a comparison between the
experimental curve and the result of the master equation calculation.

We have tested the two assumptions made in the Master equation calculation. First it is to be
expected that the finite transparency of the barrier will cause a shift of the lambda energy levels in
the nascent fragments. Will such a shift influence considerably the value of the necking time?

We have made a supplementary calculation in order to test this influence. This calculation was
made for symétrie splitting where «jy = e2||

 = 4e. The even n states of the lambda particle in the
mother nucleus present a node at x = 0.5. Therefore we have supposed that their energies were
unmodified in the necking process. Thus, to state n in the daughter nucleus corresponds a state with
principal number 2n in the mother nucleus, with the same energy. On the other hand the odd n states
in the mother nucleus have a maTimnm at x = 0.5 and rise in energy when the transparency of the
barrier decreases. We have supposed that this rise is linear in the barrier transparency 6 . States with
quantum numbers 2n — 1 in the mother nucleus correspond to state n in the daughter nucleus, so that
we have the following extrapolation rules:

€2 n(0) = 0(2Ti)2C11 + (I - e)n2e l | ( = «lMn8 since «m = 4c1(

«în-i(e) = 0(2n - 1)2«|, + (1 - 0)n 2
e i , | = f l | | (n2 - 0 (n - 0.25))

Figure 8 shows the level scheme corresponding to these interpolation rules.
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We find that this type of correction is quite significant and may lead to increase in the necking
times by factors of 2 to 4. Furthermore it decreases the accuracy in the determination of this time,
and makes it much more sensitive to the shape of the exit configuration. These effects can be seen in
Figure 9 where the variations of the calculated slopes at z = 0.5 with and without the correction are
shown.

The orher assumption concerns the linear decrease of the transmission. One might argue that
the neck radius would decrease lineïaly. and. therefore, that the transmission would, rather, decrease
quadraticaily. We have checked that such a dépendance did not affect significantly the calculated
necking times. Finally our model calculation leads to necking times lying in a broad range between
I*)'21 and 10~20 sec. "

Some informations on the necking velocity could be obtained by other, although rather indirect
means. From the study of the isobaric width of fission fragments in low energy fission, Nifenecker 18]
concluded to a necking velocity between 1.5 and 4 Fermis/10~21 sec. For a neck radius of 5 Fermis,
which corresponds approximately to the exit configuration with «n = 0.3 MeV, this leads to a necking
time between 3 and 1 10~21 sec, which falls within the range of the above estimate. It is also interesting
that there exists evidence for rather strong pair breaking during the necking stage [19]. The energy
necessary to break a pair is around 1 to 2 MeV, corresponding to transient times in the range of a few
10"21 sec. Here again one obtains a necking time of the same order of magnitude as above.

6 CONCLUSION

We have shown that the lambda attachment function measured in fission of hypernuclei could be a
unique and novel source of information on the dynamics of the fission process. It seems clear that
the observed curve cannot be explained in the frame of scission configuration thermal equilibrium
models. We have developed a very schematic model of the transition between the exit and the scission
configurations which is able to provide a necking time in gross agreement with other experimental
evidence. However, it appears that the results of the calculation are rather sensitive to the details of
the model, more especially to the lambda states energy pattern at the different stages of the process.
Due to this sensitivity, there is hope that the lambda attachment function could be a selective probe
for the different models of the saddle to scission transition.

Experimentally, measurements of the lambda attachment function as a function of temperature
and fissility, should show very characteristic patterns. For decreasing fissilities, the scission and saddle
point configurations come closer to one another, so that the lambda attachement function should be
more and more of the sudden type. In this way, a test of our understanding of the lambda states in
very deformed nuclear states could be effectively done. Alternatively, a study of the variation of the
lambda attachment function with temperature, for very fissile nuclei, would be a very sensitive test of
the necking dynamics.

To our knowledge, this is the first example where the lambda particle could be used as a marker to
study the dynamics of the nuclear motion. One obvious extension of the fission studies could be that
of multifragmentation. Experimentally the most forward method would be to use nuclear emulsions.
Hypernuclear formation and decay can be simply signed by the presence of a delayed decay of a charged
product of the multifragmentation reaction. In order to increase the rate of multifragmentation one
should, use, preferably, inflight annihilation of the antiproton. A fast multifragmentation process
should give a lambda attachment probability approximately proportional to the attaching fragment's
mass, while a slow process should lead to a stronger dépendance, reflecting the variation of the lambda
binding energy with fragment s'masses.
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Appendix

We consider a particle in a well with a transmission of the well's barrier 0. The energy spectrum
of the particle is given by the suite £n . The Shrodinger wave function of the eigenstates, therefore,
contains the time dependent factor exp[j^Ent). This gives a basic period of the motion T = ^ i . The
wave function has n nodes, so that the total period of the motion will be about nT. The frequency of
the attacks of the barrier will, therefore, be:

The transition rate is Wn = UnQ. If we assume that En = kn', we have, also,

dEn n' En QDn-7— = Dn= sk — = s — , and Wn = —-r-
dn n n 2TfTiS

where Dn is the level spacing. From the last equation we get with Fn = ^ S

which reduces to the Bohr and Wheeler formula for s = l. This derivation is only valid in the limit
where 0 is small. For large values of 0 a fraction 0 of the state will decay at time r = ^- = 2gii, a
fraction 0 ( 1 - 0 ) at time 2r, a fraction 0(1 - 0) n ~ l at time nr, giving an average decay time :

and

and jr- = ^ i which is the same result as before.

If the states are occupied with some occupation numbers (D(En), then the average escape rate will
be given by:

w _ ILT^nO[En) _ 0 ZT^O(En) QO[E1)
ZTO(En) 2xhs ZTO[En) - 2*hsZTO(En)

In the case of the Gibbs statistic 0(En) = e x p ( - ^ ) and the summation is the partition function
which measures the number of states available to the system at temperature T. Again we get, with

In the preceeding, it was assumed that the energy of the particle in its final state was larger than
in the initial state. If the ground state energy on the other side of the barrier is larger by B than
inside the well, the above expression of the width becomes:
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Figure captions
FIGURE 1.

The PS177 experimental set-up.

a) sketch of the distances involved in the recoil distance method.

b) arrangement of the electron detector.

FIGURE 2.

Symmetrised fragment s'mass ratio(i?i) spectra observed in three cases:

a !prompt normal fissions

b )delayed hypernucleus fissions

c !prompt hypernucleus fissions.

FIGURE 3.

Comparison of the raw experimental value of the ratio 72exp ( ) between the non symmetrized and
the symmetrized mass spectra with the same quantity 72cor( — ) corrected for the dépendance of the
detection efficiency upon the mass ratio value.

FIGURE 4.

Same as Figure 3. but for delayed hypernucleus fissions.

FIGURE 5.

Variation of the calculated Slope of the attachment function as a function of the necking time measured
in units of 10~22 sec. The calculation was made assuming :

-A temperature of 1.5 MeV.

-A Mass number of the fissioning nucleus of 200.

-An initial longitudinal energy of 0.3 MeV.

The energy of the lambda states were assumed to be independent of the barrier transparency.

The final configuration was two cylinders in contact.

FIGURE 6.

Same conditions as for Figure 1.

- - - Variation of the slope at z - 0.5 as a function of time, for a necking time of 2.10"21 sec.

- - - Variation of the barrier transmission with time.

FIGURE 7a.

Lambda attachment probabilities, for different assumptions, as a function of the reduced mass x of
the fragments, and the same conditions as for Figure 1.

- - - Sudden approximation.

• - - Adiabatic approximation for a final configuration made of two cylinders in contact.

. . . Adiabatic approximation for a final configuration made of two spheres in contact.
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of

- • - . - • Solution of the master equation for a necking time of 2.10"21 sec.

FIGURE 7b.

Comparison of the experimental attachment probability curve with the solution of the master equation.

FIGURE 8.

Interpolation scheme for the longitudinal energies of the lambda levels, as a function of the barrier
transparency. On the left side, the level scheme of the initial cylindrical configuration. On the right
side, the level scheme in the final fragments with x = 0.5. The energy unit is the energy of the ground
state in the initial configuration.

FIGURE 9.

Variation of the slopes at z = 0.5, for two different interpolation schemes of the energies of the lambda
levels. Otherwise, the conditions were those of Figure 1.

- - - Same scheme as used in Figure 1.

• - - Level scheme shown on Figure 2.

. . . Experimental value (the other two horizontal lines correspond to the experimental uncertainty).
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